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CHAPTER V  

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 

 This chapter covers all summary of the study. The conclusion includes some 

findings of study, while suggestion includes researcher‟s recommendation after 

conducting the study. Those are explained as the following: 

A. Conclusion 

In this part, the inference of the study will be presented. There are two 

main things found. The first is the conclusion of psychological conflict 

happened to Shirin-Gol. The second is the conclusion of psychological conflict 

solved by mental toughness. 

1. The psychological conflict, especially happen to Shirin-Gol comes into the 

type of Psychological Conflict theory based on Kurt Lewin. According to 

the research finding, there are 10 psychological conflicts of 3 categorizes. 

Those categorize are approach-approach conflict, approach-avoidance 

conflict, and avoidance-avoidance conflict.  

2. The main character‟s psychological conflict solved by the mental 

toughness, especially 4C‟s model of MT. Those elements are control, 

commitment, challenge, and confidence. Each model has each two part, 

such as emotional control, life control, goal orientation, achievement 

orientation, managing risk, learning from experience, confidence in ability 

and the last is interpersonal confidence. 
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B. Suggestion 

 From conclusion above, the researcher wants to give some suggestion. 

The researcher hopes what she has written can be useful for everyone who is 

interested in this topic.  

 First, for reader, this research gives more understand things about 

person‟s mental toughness to handle psychological conflict. Hopefully it can 

help anyone to deal with their psychological conflict, especially in this 

pandemic situation. 

 Second, for the student, the student can use this research as reference 

to analyze psychological analysis in other novel. This research might be 

giving a new idea to some students to analyzed novel or the students can use 

this research to analyze another aspect in the novel Afghanistan Where God 

Only Comes to Weep.  

 Third, for the teacher or the lecturer in English Literature Department 

can use this research as example of analyzing a novel, especially 

psychological conflict. The researcher also suggest to the lecturer to introduce 

another fiction.  

 Last, for the further researcher can analyzes such as social conflict, 

figurative language, moral value, or other extrinsic aspects in Afghanistan 

Where God Only Comes To Weep novel. 


